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Onc~ ag~in Theta Tau is sponsoring

Casino Night the week of St. Pat's. All
who were there last year will

remember what a great time it was.
So for fun and good times come to the
armory Wednesday night at 7:00 p.m.
Photo by Stevenson

Greek - Independent Showdown

t
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You .have now heard both teams' feelings about the
upcom.mg Greek v~rsus Independent Basketball game.
~th Sides ar~ confident of certain victory, however, the
fmal Victor will need your support to win. In celebration of
the contributions made to Ugly Man there will be a
" social function" held after tbe game at Lions Club Park
which only requires proof of donation for entry. All Miner~
are urged to attend to support their team and Ugly Man in
this First Annual All-Star Basketball Game.

student recore/'
guidelines approved
University of Missouri
guidelines for handling
student records were approved recently by the Board
of Curators .
Prepared by a University
committee , the guidelines
detail procedures to be used to
protect student records from
unauthorized disclosure as
required under new federal
law. The guidelines also give
students access to their
records and means of
correcting any inaccuracies.
Need for the guidelines stem
from the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of
1974, which became effective
last Nov. 19. An amendment
was added in January to
clarify the portions of the act
and to exempt some items
such as financial records of
parents of students and
confidential letters previou!ily
received.
Under the guidelines, the
student has a right to:
types
of
Know
educational records maintained by the University on the
student;
- Inspect and review the
content of those records ;
- Obtain copies, perhaps at
student expense but not to
exceed actual cost ;

- Have an explanation and
interpretation of the records ;
and
- Challenge the content of
the records.
The University will not
make available:
- Financial records of
parents;
- Confidential letters and
statements
of
recommendation received prior to
Jan. 1, 1975, providing such
information is not used for
purposes other than which it
was originally intended;
Confidential recommendations on application for
admission or employment or
receipt of an honor or
honorary recognition, where
the student has signed a
waiver
to '
authorize
disclosure.
Other provisions in the
eight-page document establish
procedures for destruction of
records by the University, for
a hearing for the student to
challenge the accuracy of
records and for reporting nonUniversity officials who have
requested or obtained access
to a student's record.
The guidelines state that the
University will provide annual
notice to its students on the
types of information maintained, location and officials

responsible. A student or
persons seeking admission
may waive the right of access,
although the University does
not require a waiver.
The guidelines enable the
University
to
provide
" directory and public information" such as "name,
address, telephone listing,
date and place of birth, major
field of study, participation in
activities and sports, weight
and height of athletes, dates of
attendance, degrees and
awards received, and the most
recent educational agency or
institution attended by the
student. "
Changes in the regulations
on administering the act may
be made at the federal level,
and the University, therefore,
may need to alter its policy.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare in
January proposed regulations
and provided 60 days for
comments and criticism
before submitting the results
to Congress.
The board's Academic
Affairs
Committee, in
discussing the regulations ,
asked the UniverSity administration to provide for
means for students to
voluntarily request that their
grades be sent to parents.

Looking for something to do of their respective distributing
Wednesday Night before St. companies, Mr . Moss and Mr.
Pat's? There 's no classes Ward from Student Personnel
Thursday so why not start St. and Dr. John
"Daddy:
Pat's off with a blast and come Rockaway of the Geological
out to the Armory for Theta Engineering Department.
Tau's 2nd Annual Casino Night.
There's lots of prizes to be
It's not only a great time, but given away too. Shirts have
the proceeds will be put to good been donated by The Plaster
use. As you older Miners may Key, and mugs, coolers, towels ,
well remember, money from glasses, signs, posters, and
last year 's Casino Night went to other brewery items have been
the purchase of a Ventilator- donated by Broyles Distributing
Respirator for Phelps County (Schlitz), Mullaly (Budweiser) ,
Hospital. This year, Theta Tau O'Donnell (Falstaff), and
plans to set up a general fund DeLeo (Stag ).
from the Casino Night proceeds
You saY .gambling makes you
to be used for a variety of hungry? Well there'll be food
worthy causes in the Rolla- out there too. Hot dogs , soda,
Phelps County Area .
and pizzas will be available
There's plenty to do at Casino through the courtesy of Poe's
Night. Two dollars at the door Gas, Holsum Bakery, and Tim's
buys you a handful of play Pizza.
money to use at the Crap Table,
KMNR will be broadcasting
Roulette Wheel, Black Jack, live from the Armory and some
Hoop-Ia-Stein, the Lambda Chi other entertainment will be
Wheel of Fortune, and many provided by Kappa Delta
other games. Several profs Sorority, Lambda Chi Alpha
from campus and some Fraternity, and various other
businessmen from the com- campus organizations.
munity will be out at Casino
So come on out to Casino
Night to deal cards and spin Night, have a good time and
wheels; people of such caliber . help out the Rolla-Phelps
as - Dr. Arlan DeKock and Dr. County Area. That's Theta Tau
Herb Alcorn of the Computer Casino Night, Wednesday,
Science Department, Mssrs . March 12 from 7:00 to 11:00 p.m.
Broyles, Mullaly, and O'Donnell . at the Armory.

Mark Willia.ms, with his trusty shillelagh nearby,
guards the library while studying. He and his fresbma~ classmates are preparing the campus for the
arrival of St. Pat next Friday at noon.
Daily News Photo
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VETERANS BENE F I T
Veterans in need of financial aid to cont inue GI Bill
education are eligible for increased benefits under the
Veterans Administrator of Veterans Affairs Richard
l. Roudebush noted that a December 3 law (PL 93-508)
increased the amount the agency can advance
veterans to a maximum of $625 per semester for
fulltime students who agree to work '250 hours for the
agency.
Prior to December, 1974, VA could advance a
maximum of only $250 a fiscal year to a limited
number of selected veterans for 100 hours of service.
From April, 1973, when the original program started
through last December, 27,157 veterans received
nearly $6.6 million in grants for 2.6 million hours of
work, the VA official revealed.
Veterans interested in work study grants were
urged to apply to VA regional offices which maintain
their records.

GDI
GDI will have a car wash Saturday, March 8 at the
Central Hardware parking lot from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The cost will be $1.00 for wash and $.25 extra for
.vacuum .

SIXTY MINER ON SALE
The 1975 St. Pat's Special Edition of the 'Sixty Miner
will be on sale in the University Center from Feb. 27 to
March 13. The cost is only 50 cents.

GDI will have its St. Pat's Dance Saturday, March 15,
at Echo Valley at 9:00 p.m. It is free to members and
only $3.00 for non-members.

SEE THREE GREAT MOVIES!
Black Orpheus-the most beautiful movie ever made.
Horse's Mouth-the funniest movie ever made
8112...,.the strangest movie ever made.
Last Chance! $4.50 at the door. 7:30 p.m . ME
Auditorium, Thursday, March 6.

SHAMROCK BUTTONS
to BENEFIT
DYSTROPHY FU""D

•,..

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will have a chapter
meeting at 7:00 p.m. Tuesday, March 11, at the
Newman Center. Andy Carter. will be speaking on
"Praising God - Why and How." All interested
students and faculty ar:e encouraged to attend.

FOLK DANCING
For all those that are interested in watching or
participating, there will be another folk dancing
session this Saturday night, March 8 at 7:00 p.m ., in
St: Pat's Ballroom of the Old Student Union. Judy
Stlen, a UMR graduate, will be teaching and leading
the dancing. This event is sponsored by the Greater
Rolla-UMR-Metropolitan Literary Society.

MS PART EXHIBI T
M issouri State Penitentiary i nmates have allowed
UMR to exhibit a selection of thei r work s. The exhi bit
is current ly on display at the new Student Union and
will remain through March 12.

To help the battle against dystrophy and related
crippling disorders, the Muscular Dystrophy
Association is offering "Shamrocks Against
Dystrophy" tags to wear on St. Patrick's Day.
Chairmen of this year's drive are Patty Ann Pijut of
Zeta Tau Alpha and Tobey Yadon of Delta Tau Delta.
. Volunteers from these organ i zations will be asking
for donations at Rolla's shopping centers on Saturday,
March 8. In addition, members of Delta Tau Delta will
particpate in the parade and collect along Pine Street
on March 15.
Your generous contributions will help make this
year's drive successful, and will help support the vital
research and patient service programs of the
Muscular Dystrophy Association. Wearing a green
Shamrock tag shows you cared enough to give.

ERA
The Central Missouri ERA Coalition invites you to
show your support of ERA by coming to an ERA rally
on Monday, .March 10, 7:30 p.m. at the Hotel Governor,
Jefferson City.

.

GDI will have its St. Pat's Bar-B-Que Thursday
March 13 at Lions Park at 1 :30 p.m.
'

interviews
March 7
Universal Oil Products
Martin Marietta Aerospace
Aerojet Nuclear Company
General Dynamics
Otis Elevator Company
Iowa Power and Light Company
Public Service Company of
Indiana
Hughes Aircraft Company
Gardener Denver Company
Hanna Mining Company Agents
Kansas City Power and Light
J. F . Pritchard Company

.
MARCH 10
SCM Corporation
Action-Peace Corps-Vists
Northrop Corporation
The Marley Company

MARCHll
. Action-!"eace Corps-Vista
Black and Veatch Company
BASF Wyandotte Corporation
Agrico Chemical Company
Dowell
King Radio Corporation
MARCH 12
Kaiser Engineers

PIZZA

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
DIAL 364-2669
FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

7 Days a Week
Open Daily
4 'p.m. to 2a.m.

/&UJ"
New At

Steak & Burger Corral
Soup-N-Salad Bar
Soup Bar Only212 Hwy. 63 S.
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STUDENT UNION BOARD EVENTS

Sunday , March 9 - Movie - Klute, 4 and 6 : 30 p.m .,
Centennia I Ha II.
Thursday, Ma r ch 6 - Applications available for
Director s, officers and Summer Board, Mrs . Harvey's
office.
Saturday , March 15 - St. Pat's Concert " James
Gang" - doors open 6:30, wa r m up band 7:30-8 : 30,
Inter~ i ssion 8:30-9: 00 , "James Gang" 9 : 00.

A pops concert will be
presented Tuesday, March U,
at 8 p.m . in Centennial Hall of
the University Center by !be
University of Missouri-Rolla
Concert Band and Jazz
Ensemble.
Both groups will feature a
tribute to the late Duke
Ellington. Ellington appeared
at UMR almost exactly ODe
year ago ' on his last concert
tour.
The Concert Band will
present a symphonic setting of
eight of Ellington's works
arranged by Floyd Werle. The
Jazz Ensemble will perform
several Ellington standards.
A three-movement suite by A.
Wiggins entitled "Ballet for
Jazz" and Paul Desmond's
"Take Five" will be offered by
the Concert Band as well as
other pop selections played by
both groups.
Dr. David Oakley, associate
professor of music , is director
of the Concert Band. The Jazz
Ensemble is under the direction
of Jack Lyman , UMR student
and former professional jazz
musician.
The public is invited to attend
the concert. There is no charge.

NOMINA TED FOR
8 AWARDS ~""""'''.IJ''UIIIII
Best

~- ~

March 8 - Challenge '75, spring campus open house.

concert band
aod jazz
ensemble
presents a
lpops concert"

INFORMAL ST. PAT'S DANCE
Everyone on campus is invited to attend the MRHA St.
Pat's Dance, to be held Friday; March 14, 1975, at the
Lion's Club Den, Highway 63 South, from 8 to 12
midnight. There will be a fifty-cent (stag or drag)
admission charge, and it will be informal. This is just
what you and yC)ur date are looking for!

Only

$1 45
S5 e
364-6979
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urnr subject of
curator's decisions
University of Missouri Board
of Curators acted on several
measures affecting the Rolla
campus at its Friday, Feb. 28
meeting in Colwnbia .
Upon recommendation by
University President C. Brice
Ratchford, the board approved
the appointment of Dr. Melvin
D. George , University of
Nebraska-Lincoln dean, as vice
president for academic affairs.
Dr. &obert H. McFarland, dean
of the UMR Graduate School,
has been serving as that acting
vice president since June, 1974.
He will return to his position on
the Rolla campus.
In action relating to physical
facilities, the board approved
purchase of the property at 610

W. 14th St. The property, on the
northeast corner of 14th Street
and Bishop Avenue, was
recently offered the Rolla
campus by the owners. It is the
last parcel of land in that
particular area which is not
owned by UMR and has a high
priority on the master campus
expansion plan.
In the area of academic affairs, the board approved
combining the separate degrees
offered in geology and
geophysics into a single B.S.,
M.S. or Ph.D. degree with an
emphasis in either area. The
Master of Science for Teachers
(M.S.T.) degree will still be
offered only in the field of earth
sciences. This action is in accord with the University
Academic Plan.
The board also approved the .
campus
academic
Rolla
calendar for 1976-77.

Striving to make the UMR campus a safer place to live, the St. ' Pat's Guards
strive, with the help of freshmen with shillelaghs, to rid the area of reptilian
creatures . Beards are also being painted in the anticipation of St. Pat's arrival
Friday, March 14.
photo by duncan

rob inglis delights crowd
This Sunday, March 9th, the
Films Committee of the Student
Union Board proudly presents
the spine tingling suspense
griper Klute. This thriller can
be viewed at 4:00 and again at
6:30 in the Student Union's
Centennial Hall. Admission is
free with a valid UMR J.D.
Jane Fonda and Donald
Sutherland star in this brain
teasing mystery that foHows the
path of a call girl named Bree
and a successful businessman
with bizarre tastes.
Rex Reed repOrts Klute as "a
haunting
intelligent
and
powerful suspense thriller that
is better than any Alfred Hitchcock. A throat·dutcher that I
urge you not to miss. It's a
movie that stays with you after
the lights come on."

shamrocks for
dystrophy
To help the battle against
dystrophy and related crippling
disorders ,
the
Muscular
Dystrophy Association is offering "Shamrocks Against
Dystrophy" tags to wear on St.
Patrick's Day ..Chairmen of this
year 's drive are Patty Ann Pijut
of Zeta Tau Alpha. and Tobey
Yadon of Delta Tau Delta.
Volunteers
from
these
organizatIons will be asking for
donations at Rolla's shopping
centers on Saturday, March B.
In addition, members of Delta
Tau Delta will particpate in the
parade and collect along Pine
Street on March 15.
Your generous contributions
will help make this year 's drive
successful, and will help support the vital research and
patient service programs of the
Muscular
Dystrophy
Association. Wearing a green
Shamrock tag shows you cared
enough to give.

Provacative, funny, and,
most of all, entertaining that's the Canterbury Tales.
spontaneous,
and
Witty,
possessed of a brilliant interpretive ability - that's Rob
Inglis. Put the two together
and you 've got one of the best
shows that have come to the
UMR campus this year.

Before another rusappointing- indeed, beats the greater part of
Iy small crowd, Mr. Inglis modern literature in providing
presented in a delightful insight and entertainment.
manner the ribald and raucus Never has anyone dealt more
humor of one of the greatest intimately with what we call the
literary classics. Tbe Canter- "human condition" than
bury Tales, when given the Chaucer did 600 years ago. To
right sort of presentation. is as him, this condition was a source
fresh and illuminating now as it of never-ending humor; in .fact,
was in Chaucer's day and to eXIst In the pItifully
'miserable world of human
,
affairs a sense of humor is
almost
essential.
Since
Chaucer, . many people )lave
played on this concept of
Institute, which operates the laughing at hUman frailties, yet
pool, suspend the bathing suit it is doubtful that anyone ever
rule entirely.
did it more skillfully.
Unfortunately, the Institute's
To this classic which is
steering
committee
has engaging enough when only
rejected their demand because read in a classroom, Mr. Inglis
one of its three members, brings his own interpretation,
Religious History Professor which transforms it into a
Carl-Martin Edman, believes wildly
f~nny ,
deeply
communal nudity is "a blow philosophical, and generally
againsthwnan dignity." A poll of entertaining presentation which
325 students has found that BO puts much "modern" fiction to
per cent favor communal shame. Inglis has that ability
swimming in · the nude. to get into the author's head; for
Accordingly, the two istructors a while he was Chaucer sharing
are appealing to the University with the small audience some of
administration to overturn the the best of his observations and
"oppression" forced upon them stories on the affairs of hwnan
by the Institute 's steering beings. No matter where you
committee.
were or what you were doing,
I'm sure you were not laughing
harder or enjoying yourself
more than the crowd who took
in The Canterbury Tales.

Skinny Dipping in Sweden
Students
at
Uppsala
University, the oldest college in
Sweden, are in a battle with
campus officials over the right
of men and women to swim
naked together in the University's swimming pool.
Currently, pool policy is that
men can swim naked or clothed
one-third of the time; women
can swim in either state· onethird of the time, and both sexes
can swim together the rest of
the time - properly adorned in
bathing suits.
But, two instructors, Torgny
Tholerus and Clae BredvadJense, have demanded that the
Gymnasitc
and
Athletic
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short course:
turkey hunting
Tips on effective techniques
of hunting wild turkeys and
lessons on wild turkey calling
are subjects covered in an
extension course offered March
12 and 19 by the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
The course is offered to
prepare area hunters for the
1975 wild turkey hunting season
which will probably begin
sometime in late April.
LeRoy Braungardt, Moscow
Mills, past National Amateur
Turkey Calling Champion and a
winner in the National Open
contest, is the instructor .
Braungardt is also state
director of the Conservation
Federation of Missouri and has
been chairman of the Conservation
Federation
of
Missouri
Classes will meet from B p.m.
to 10 p.m. Wednesday nights,
March 12 and 19, in St. Pat's
Ballroom
at
the
UMR
University Center. Registration
is limited to 100 men an
women-all ages .
Registration fee is $10.
Checks (payable to the
University of Missouri-Rolla)
should be sent with name,
address and phone number to:
Bill
Kratzer,
Extension
Division,
University
of
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo.,
65401, (phone: 341-4200.

St. Pat's Concert

James Gang
Will Appear
The 1975 St. Pat's concert will cert SUB has reduced the
be The James gang. The seating limit and once the limit
concert will start Saturday is reached there will be no more
night March 15, 1975 at 7 :30 in ticket sales .
the Multi-Purpose building.
Thanks to the St. Pa. ·s Ro:; d
There will ·be a warm-up band,
to be announced later, money donation ticket prkes
preceding The James Gang in will be only $1.00 with 4 per rD.
. the SUB concert.
General Admission ticket. II
only be sold if student derr. nd
Another large crowd is ex- is not high; they will be $;\.00.
pected by SUB members for the Student ticket sales will ~tart
concert. However to avoid the Wednesday, March 5, with the
overcrowding problems suf- general admission sales to start
fered at the last St. Pat's con- the 12th, if necessary.

1.:===;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;--------------..
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tau beta pi

small-sports take
on big me~ning

workday
On Saturday, March 8, the
UMR chapter of Tau Beta Pi,
the national engineering
honorary, is holding a work day.
Tau Beta Pi's work day is
being held to raise money for
the chapter's
Freshmen
Scholarships that are awarded
annually to deserving UMR
freshmen .
To support the work day, let
Tau Beta Pi send a team of its
members to your house to
perform any job you choose.
You pay what you like,
whatever you think is appropriate. To arrange for your
work crew on March 8, call:
PHONE NO.

341-4524
364-9953
364-1361
BEST TIME TO CALL

9:00 a.m.-4 :00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.-ll:OO p.m .
5:00 p.m.-l0:00p.m.
ASK FOR
Rich Smith
Leon Crawford
Fred Storck
Paul Williams
Doug Henry
Call this number only if you
need to call on March 8.
Your participation in this
project will be greatly appreciated, especially by the
eventual scholarship recipients.

UMR
students
Dave
The SUB Recreation committee sponsors the ACU-I Hollocher and Eric - Seiler
(Association of Colleges- participated in table tennis, at
International)
Tournaments. the regional games. They
The ACU-I tournaments provide received a sixth place finish in
various recreation activities for doubles.
In chess, UMR sent Roy O.
thousands of college and
university students. Some of the Wingfield and Richard G.
ACU-I activities include men Hampel. In the team event
and womens table tennis, UMR placed 4th, while Hampel
singles and doubles, men and placed .2nd in the individual.
In order to reach the regional
womens bowling and billiards.
Also chess and bridge are games you must enter SUB
events here at UMR. If you win
provided.
A dedicated UMR student recently overcame his fears
here you then go to the regional
of punishment and frostbite to become the first
To be eligible to participate games and then it's possible to
streaker of the 1975 season.
Photo by Stevenson you must be a full time student go to national finals.
currently enrolled_ Each
But in -order to win you must
student must also be in good enter the events originally at
academic standing and actively UMR, so be sure to enter all
persuing a degree.
SUB sponsored events.

·IS
arc
M h 28

Army ROTC Week r--------------~
I French Stud;o .•
I
I
S-.. Ca. -nera
•
(5J"
••

On March 4, 1975, Governor officers as Lieutenant General
Bond signed a proclamation Edward Fris, USMC, Brigadier
officially recognizing the week General (Ret.) Walter Leber,
of 2-8 March as Army ROTC and Brigadier General, U. S.
Week for the State of Missouri. Army Reserve Byron E.
In keeping with the state degree Peebles, but also many Army
and recognizing the vital role ROTC graduates of UMR have
Army ROTC has played in the gone on to becol)1e civilian
preservation of our nation, executive leaders.
Mayor Barnes has proclaimed
Cadets of UMR can today feel
support for Rolla during this justly proud of the heritage they
week. Such recognition holds are a part of, for whichever
special significance for the career they choose, military or
Rolla campus of the university, civilian, they know that the staff
for since 1919, formerly MSM and faculty of UMR has
and now UMR, has produc-ed prepared them with an
hundreds of reserve and regular academic background equalled
Army officers. Not only has by very few colleges and
UMR contributed such notable universities.

She Stoops To COnquer
by Oliver Goldsmith
directed by Michael Kahn

MONDAY, MARCH 10-7:30 P. M.

-~~ree Sisters
by Anton Chekhov
direcled by Boris Tumarin
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TUESDAY, MARCH 11-7:30 P. M.
BAKER THEATRE-all seats $3.00

Thc~ Of The Shrew
by William Shakespeare
special production for young pecple

,.
...

WEDNIESJ:IAY, MAR. 12-1:30 P. M.
BAKER THEATRE-all seats $1.00
Tickets on sale at Piney Playhouse
Phone: 368-2335 -:- Auspices:

Mini-Calculator Headquarters

.

&

Brand Name Porta~le Typewriters
Student Discount

In Sw
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inmates,a
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126,rMXl p~

those in a

Office Equipment Co., Inc
705 Rolla Street

364·1334

Ft. leonard Wood Theater Guild

BIOLOGY-CHEMISTRY-PHYSICS
MATHEMATICS
In the Peace Corps in 1975, a large number of
opportunities exist for Math-Science graduates
with Bachelor's, Masters or Ph. Dr Degrees and
for graduates in other diciplines who have had
heavy concentrations mathematics or the sciences.
You could serve as a teacher, consultant or
researcher in business, ind ustry, schools, colleges
and other organizations in 69 countries in Africa ,
Asia , Latin America, the Near East and the Pacific.
ACTION-PEACE CORPS-VISTA
Recruiters on Campus
Monday & Tuesday, March 10 & 11
UNIVERSITY CENTER & PLACEMENT OFFICE
(Seniors & Grads-Sign up for an interview in
the Placement Office-NOW!)
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First, The Good 'News
The Jehov.ah 's Witnesses ,
according to the Los Angeles
Times, once again last week
postponed the end of the world.
The stock market promptly
plummeted 17 points.
Outside the financial community, however, the word that
the world would not end on
September 5 as predicted was
generally received with favor .
A nationwide Trotter Poll indicated that 28.2 per cent were
"heartened " by the postponement , 12.4 per cent
"disheartened" by and the
remaining 59.4 per cent held
"no opinion ."

r
Brian Seventy and Thareasa Lavarenz initiate the
Flag ceremonies to open Army ROTC Week at UMR.
Photo by Collins

The Modern Poor
House
By Frank Chapman
In Sweden there are ninety
priSOns with no more than 120
inmates, and the average prison
sentence is only five months. Of
course, Sweden has a small
monoracial population " no
congested slums replete with
racism, and no poverty .
In the U.S .A. there are over
426,000 prisoners not counting
those in city jails and mental

insti tut ions. Who a re these
prisoners ?
The prison population is
mostly poor and Black. There
are no rich people in prison .
Therefore, what prisons have
become ill America is a kind of
modern poor house.
Is this a shame? No. It is
paradox that the richest nation
has a thriving poor house.

PEACE' CORPS needs...
• Surveyors for forestry projects in
Chad, West Africa.'
• Geologists for research and training
in Chile, South America.
• Civil Engineers to build water
syste ms, bridges and roads in Nepal.
And volunteers with backgrounds in:
BUSINE'SS
HEALTH
EDUCATION
SPANISH/FRENCH
MATH·SCIENCE
AGRICULTURE
LIBERAL ARTS
HOME ECONOMICS
Many opportunities are available in the summer
and fall, 1975.
University Center & Placement Office
SENIORS & GRADS-sign up for an interview TODAY

Most newspapers contented
themselves with man-<>n-thestreet queries to guage the
public's reaction to the news.
Responses ranged from "Yeah,
I guess it's a pretty good thing"
to "Jeez, I hope they know what
they 're doing ."
The New York Times ,
however , carried an eightcolumn indepth interview with
Miss Mathilda Innisfree , a
retired belly dancing teacher of
Pensacola, Fla . She said she
was "delighted" because the
hurricane season would be over
by September and she could
resume lawn bowling without
fear of being carried away. To
balance its coverage, the Times
ran a six -column profile of
Albert Galosh, an unemployed
Detroit auto worker, who said,
" Frankly , I don 't look forward
to the return of Standard Time
and getting mugged in the
bread line. "
Reports were vigorously
denied that the postponement
had been caused by pressure
from the television networks,
who feared the event would
conflict with Monday Night
Football .
" Actua lly , we 're quite
relieved ," said Homer T.
Pettibone, program director for
Nat ion a l
In sp i ra tion al
Television (NIT), the public
broadcasting network, which
had
obtained
excl us ive
coverage of the historic affair.
"The commercial channels
wouldn't touch a thing like that
with a ten-foot pole," he said .
" U's a real downer. The ratings
invariably show that a good
situation comedy will outdraw

that kind of stuff two-to-<>ne. "
As a public service, NIT had
planned a two-hour special in
prime time on September 5,
interspersed with tasteful
commercials saying only, "This
program was made possible by
The Armageddon Munitions
Cartel , Ltd."
It was to have opened with the
last known photo of the planet,
taken by the Apollo astronauts.
This was to be followed by a
panel discussion featuring a
Protestant histOrian, a Catholic
bishop, a Jewish psychiatrist,
two black sociologists and an
Oriental philosopher hQpefully
from mainland China and not
Taiwan.
Once they had all assessed in
depth the significance of the
occasion and wound lip not
speaking to each other, the
program would conclude with a

film clip of Mr. Nixon saying,
"This is the greatest event since
the Creation" - despite the
risk, as Pettibone put it, "of
giving offense to our Christian
viewers."
Pettibone said the special will
now·be replaced with a two-hour
feature on " How to Bud and
Graft Your Aspidistra." NIT
executives, he said, "feel this
will have far more audience
appeal."
Unfortunately, the Jehovah's
Witnesses have not yet publicly
rescheduled the event. But the
trial run has served to prepare
the nation 's media.
NIT is preserving its program
script and the more sensational
newspapers have already set
bold banner headlines in type.
They are being kept in bins
marked, " Hold for Release at
Any Time. "

GRADUATES
Your broad educational experience and your
ability to identify problems and your ability to
adapt your skills to changing needs and your
desire to serve other men 's needs as your serve
your own, could qualify you for a challenging
and rewarding assignment in PEACE CORPS
ro VISTA. You are needed in 1975.

ACTION·PEACE CORPS·VISTA
ON CAMPUS
MARCH 10&11 Mon. & Tues.
UNIVERSITY CENTER &
PLACEMENT OFFICE
I(you are at least 20 years old, single or married
with a degree or well-developed skill and ca n
accept a one or two year paid vorunteer assignment in bw-income communities in the U.S. or
overseas, pick up literature and sign up for an
interview in the Placement Office-NOW!

III.AII (HI1TlH[(~
Pabst and Pean'uts
Now on Tap

Dark Beer
Sound by the Sound Center
1107 Pine Street

MISSOURI MINER

St. Pat's 1975-

Looking Back on •••

Man on the Street

by Joe Neyer

younger generation . Yes,
March Is our big month . We
always win the national award
for s Illng the most beer the
month of March . Drag's
Min r : Mr . CroHS, what line of national award, that Is.
Min r : One more question ,
busln 88 ar you In'1
Mr . Cross : Plcase, sonny, call Chris. So far It 800ms you've
m Chris, Chris CrOHH ; I'm the only mentioned the economic
area distributor for Drag Bcor, Hid of St. Pat's. 00 you feel the
the me k one. You know, the holiday and Its cel ebrations
on with th stoor on the label. have any real purpose? Is there
Min r : Why of course, Mr. any meaning behind it all ?
Cros8, cr, Chris. Drag beer has
Chris : r don't know what you
I) orne a tradition at UMrt. mean, sonny . What other si de Is
Many alcoh" .1 mcan , social there but the economic side?
dr nker got his start here on I'm surprised that a Miner
Drag beer. Chris, what are your would even ask such a question .
views on th Sl. Pat's customs Nearly all of the UMR students
and celebrations which are I've run into don't need an
carrl d on each year In Rolla?
xcuse to get drunk, and as far
Chris : Best thing that ever 118 meaning gocs, they know
happen d around h re . It boosts what's meaningful In tlfe :
Ihe economy and promotes our MaN EY I Why, I thought
v ryone knew that a large
local w Ifar . Why, I've got a
buddy who owns a motel, and he numbel' of UMR students are
put 11 pool tabl In his basement th I' primarily for th great
last year just off of the proflls jobs they'll get after they
h had made during St. Pat's. gradUAte. And I 'm proud of
Miner : I'm Rure your own them I This Is one school that
Industry takes qull
an up- Isn't full of bunch of pinko fags
suyi ng th yare l earning for
swing , loo.
Chris : Well, of cours we do a learning's sake , or, worse yet,
pretty good busln 88 all year getting an education In order to
·round . Il'S amAzing how much
nrlch their IIv s and better
beer thos nglneers consume. I their minds. Bah! What tripe.
lllwAyS thought It was because Most Miners ar going to school
there w re no women around ; for money , and that ain't hay ".
but now lhat th y've got girls, 11m , If I co uld only go back and
UMIt (Jrlnks more beer than do It over again".
vcr. Funny . [ gucss I 'm just
Miner : Thank You , Chris.
not 'hlp' as they say, Lo thc Next Week: St. Patrick.
Chrlstoph'r Cr08S, an area
huslnessman, WaH Inlervlewed
hy the Miner thlH we k on his
views of Sl. Pat's, 1975

Editor
UMR MINER
Deur Sir :
I would like to express my
tMnks to alt the camp us
organizations, University
personnel and townspeople who
pArLlcipated In the Unlv rsltyof
S ouLing. 'fhls su cesaful acIlvlty WAR cer l alnly a first when
one consld rs thllt n al'ly every
cnmp us ol'j:\anlzAlio n pal' lIclpa ted . Furthermore, the
enti r e vent WAS planned,
orgllnl1.eel And run by students .
Admittedly. there w r
II
Is
disappOintments .
discourAging for people to give
up lhelr Sa tu rdAy and not have
Ally parLlclpAntR. For exampl ,
I 1I0ticed som lrArne control
people stAnding In the min ncar
vacant pflrklng loi S and know It
WIlS ells oUI'Aglng . However,
w Ihoul exception every scout
ond s outer to whom I talked
sold " Let's do It ogaln, n xt
yCM". It Is hoped U10t every
pArti Ipoling
group
will
eva luate the a tivlty, offer
pral s , glv
constr uctive
criticism and most Important,
piAn now for Il bigger vent next
yell!'.
One fne l which WAS not
nwntioned In I he Febl'llllry 27
MINim Is thltt Ihe University of
&'oullng was planned n order
10 l'XPOSC fI group of p pic

If it's electronic
... we can repair it

Ranco Inc.
Electronic
Laboratories
807 Rolla St.
364-4332

formed at Parker Hall for the
students at MSM.

50 YEARS AGO
Freshmen didn't have to ca rry
Shill l aghs. Rather, on Lhe
Sunday before Sl. Pal's, they
had to go out and collect
Shillelaghs for the entire school.
Some words of wisdom which
app ared in the Miner 50 years
ago :
"You can always lelt a Senior
For he's so stately gowned.
You can always lell a Freshman
By the way he struts
around.
You can always tell a Junior
By his worried looks and
such.
Yo u ca n always tell a
Sophomore
But you ca nnot tett him
much."
Som things just never change
do they .

10 YEARS AGO

Preliminary
plans
were
developed for the new library
which was to be built on the
location of JackJing Gym nasi um .
The basketball Miners ended
their season with a 3-7 record
and fifth place in the MlAA.

A YEAR AGO
Thal crazy fad, streakinR,
finally reached the UMR
campus. Who can forget that
brave, bare soil who claimed
the library flagpole to place his
hat atop it. Or the female
chariot rider who streaked
across campus in "fuji" glory.
And what about Easy Streaker?
Whatever happened to t.boee
good old days? Is the streaking
fad dead here at UMR, or is it
just forgotten?

future concerts
ST. LOUIS
March 9

Queen
Kansas
!'Y1ahoghany Rush

25 YEARS AGO

'fhe Student Council completed
a poll on whether to allow
Negroes admission Into MSM.
Twenty per cent of the students
respond d to the poll : 317 In
favor and 91 opposed.
Internationally known Ruth
Mata and Eugene Bari per-

l','t"
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to the Dear Editor :
This letter is directed toward
University of Mlssourl-RoUa .
This It did, and I'm sure that the Physics Kellel' Plan
some of the youngsters will Department at UMR. Through
my r ecent experi ence In ·
consider UMR as a result.
AgAin, my thanks and .physics, I have discovered for
congrat ul ations to alt par - the first lime just what it means
tiCipants and especially Beta to "get the shaft". As a maller
Chi Sigma for a big job welt of fact, r feel like I 'm an
done.
authority on the subject of
shafts and shafting.
Sinc rely,
F'irst off the bat, it doesn't
seem to make any dlfferencc at
11 11 what you put down on your
(jerAld B. Rupert
test, what docs matter is which
ouling Chairman,
Big Piney Di strict
(8 outs and scouter s)

Continued on Page 8

DEUCIOUS MEXICAN FOOD
~l1lP~eJt.~A

Dining Room-Orders to Go-Open Daily 11 a.m,
Hwy. 63 S_-Rolla, Mo.-364-1971-Closed Monday

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri
(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)
This plan a llows the students upon approved credits
and lob, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the
lob. This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford
has sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way . See us for all the details. Also you
can usc your own insurance or ours,
FORD LINCOLN MERCURY
This a 1I0ws the graduating students to hav e a new
car before he graduates when he really needs it.
"This Is a speda I discount progra m for students.
We will be glad to quote you a price on any Ford or
Mercury product."

Lavelle

March 16

Joe Walsh

March 23

Ox
Herbie Hancock
Miles Davis

March'l:l

Blue Oyster Cult
Man
Dictator

March 29

Neklar
Pavlor's Dog

April 2&3

Lynyrd Skynyrd

April 16

Frank Zappa

May 13

Jesse Colin Young
Leo Kottke

May 22

U

ons

Complete Auto Repairs
20% Off on all Auto Parts From Now to May 1
341 -2000
1024 Kingshighway

V1STA needs...
• Business Grads to assist small businessmen
in a low-income community in Kansas Ci.ty
• Teachers to develop an an adult education
program in rural Iowa.
• liberal Arts Grads to develop youth
programs in eastern Nebraska.
• Spanish Speakers to work with community
health in a western Ks. bi·lingual area.
• Phys. Ed. Grads to establish alternative
ed uc. progra ms in rural youth centers in
the midwest.
These and other simi lar VISTA programs available
in June, 1975.
Recru iters here Marc h 10 & 11.
Seniors & Grads- Sign up for an interview
in the Placement Office-TODAY

Thursday, March 6, 1975
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go r

"Ilow
many poorly
creatures are
tiIeKe here!

(..\OYJ

loathsome Mal1kind

is!

The pledges of various honor fraternities like Tau Beta
Pi are required to learn about the history of our school. To

save them a lot of time looking up the many facts and to
better inform the stUdent body as a whole, we pre~nt here
a condensed, high-lighted version of:

~------------------,

Ihis ptay is tl1e tragedy, 'Man'...
and its hero the Conqueror Worm!

b!J an idiot,+'ull oP
sound aOO +I.Iry.slgl1iCying l1<>thing!

It is a tale told

Ah, but could I 001spire
To Qtasp this eorry Scheme of'
Things entire... Would I not
snatter it to bits - and then
~-1tIOO1d it ne.amrm the Hearts

Desire?!

THE IDSTORY OF UMR
In the late 1860's a group of Confederate soldiers
ve~rans of the famous Quantril's Raiders, decided to put

thelI' knowledge and experience to use. Mter several
of preparation they opened, on November 23 1871
Missouri School of Mines and Other Anti-Per~onnei
Weapons. The name was subsequently shortened to the
Missouri ·School of Mines,

March 9

March 16
March?'!

March 27

April 2&3
April 16
May 13
May~

ow to May 1
ingshighway

II

usinessmen

Kan~s Ci~

t education

The first degree was given in Mining in 1875. Shortly
thereafter the Chancellor's house was blown up and the
third 'degree was given by the Campus Police.
The first ponding occurred in 1876, its victim, Gustavus
Gill, a senior who hadn't bathed in four years. To this day
his memory is honored by the st. Pat's Board, who don't
bathe either.
In the 1880's a tradition arose that, for one week, thin2s
would be done backwards: ' Instead of guys asking girls
out, guys asked guys out. This was known as Greek week.
In 1884 the first extension course was offered at the
State Penetentiary in Jefferson City. The course, Minini
and Tunnel Technology, was met with great enthusiasm.

The only duel ever at the Missouri School of Mines took
place in the April of 1889. Known as the Blow-McCown
Affair, it was a Romeo-and-Juliet-type spat between two
now defunct fraternities.
In those days there were no automobiles, but everyone
had horses, and they rode them to class. As a result of the
equestrian abundance, the freshmen were forced to carry
not shillelaghs but shovels. It wasn't unusual at all to hear
a cry of "Snake! Snake!" echoing across the quad. Instead of parking lots they had stables, the first of which
was located on the site of the present day HumanitiesSocial Sciences building. Most people agree it's still full of
it.

Rolla was discovered in 1910 by an anthropological
expedition from Columbia. The expedition was in the area
to investigate rumors of a ra<;:e of big hairy ape-like
creatures with green jackets living in the Ozarks. After
discovery the Missouri School of Mines joined the system
and became the University of Missouri at Rolla.
Civilization came shortly thereafter.
The first non-wooden outhouses were built as a graduate
level project funded by the Nati?nal S~ien~ Foun.dation.
This grant developed into ceranuc engmeermg which, for
those of you who don't know, is located in the small
wooden building on State Street.
The first Missouri Miner was printed in 1915, but to this
day no one knows why.

outh
communi~

lal area.
ternative
centers in
ms available

I.
terview
AY

A new feature of this column is the Sexiest-Raciest of
the Week. We don't really want any nominations for this
item, however, if you'd like to send a photograph ...
SEXIEST OF THE WEEK: Ms. McCorkle. (After all,
this IS a humor column.)

News reporting is not easy as our own local news .
the television "anchor men"
The only person on the news
make it seem . Sure, anyone can staff that is from Rolla is our
rip the copy off the Associated News Director, Rich Ahrens. He
Press teleprinter and give to is able to dig up some local
someone to read on the air; but stories, but he is also a high
it takes time, thought, and an school student as well as a partinterest in the news to put it in a
logical order and provoke time student at UMR. The rest
listener interest. The National of the staff is pretty well enand International news is trenched in schoolwork, too, so
provided by the A-P, also some they can't run allover town on
regional news, but we must find wild news chases (sorry!).

Throwing Your
L,7eAway
A d v e r tis e r s ,
u sin g you needed a pocket calcualtor? .
behavioristic conditioning, have Disposable butane lighters?
convinced us of our need for Spray-on cooking oil?
While we brush with Crest,
status, sex appeal and a throwaway culture.
spray with Ultra-Ban 5000, wash
If we continue to allow the with Zest, groom with the Dry
disposables to dominate our Look, sh'ampoo with Johnson's
lives, we will soon find that we, Baby Shampoo, clean up with
too, are disposable. We are Charmin ,
Wet
Ones,
destroying the ozone, the water, Massengill's Disposable douch ,
the entire ecological balance. If Fleet enemas and the Shower
we don 't suffocate in garbage or Massage, maybe we should give
poison ourselves with a glass of a thought as to who is REALLY
tap water, we will surely be . cleaning up.
fired by ultra-violet rays.
When did you first realize that
The time has come . to people liked you better if you
examine our needs, our ideals, sucked Certs? We are all
·our desires. We have cherished suckers in the eyes of adthe idea that as individuals we vertisers. Madison Avenue
think for ourselves. Did you, 5 . creates our needs for us-do we
years ago, realize how mu~h need it?

Therefore, it would be greatly
appreciated if, when you see or
hear of something newsworthy
happening, you would call the
station at 341-4272 or 341-4273
and talk to someone on the news
staff or write it down along with
your name and phone number
and bring it by building T-6,
which is centrally located
between the Mining building
and the ME building. We1lave a
large sign above our door
(which is blue by the way)
donoting our existance.
In this manner' we hope to
bring more relevant news to the
students and , in doing so,
upgrade the overall quality of
our news programming. This
will benefit you, the student and
us too.
Thank you, .
The KMNR News Staff
On getting the most sound for
the least money - an idea holy
to us all .
l) Avoid $149.95 "all in one"
combination of AM-FM radio,
phono, and 8 track recorder they are nearly always not
worth it. They carry maximum
distortion
and
can
do
irreparable damage to your
records with their $2.49 tone
arm and $3 cartridge. If you're
poor and this is all you can
afford, save your money and
listen to KMNR until you can .
afford a good unit.
2) Before you buy speakers,
think. Listen to them at the
store, preferably being driven
by the same model ·amplifier
you own. So many people buy
speakers which sound great at
the store, connected to the
Quadrasuper $9000.00 amp, and
find that when they get home
and connect them to their
inexpensive cheapo-two amp
that they sound like a Hong
Kong $2 transistor radio.
3)
Consult
the
hi-fi
magazines, comsumers report,
and a friend you can trust who
knows stereo. The man at the
discount store is sure to know
little about good stereos while
he attempts to sell you junk.
4) Be critical - it's your
money - and you'll have to
listen to that stereo you buy. If a
stereo sounds poor at the store,
don 't expect it to improve at
home, it won't.
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A · Call for Conscience
Engineers traditiona ll y designed to kill ourselves is the global society . Countries
consider themselves as tools of staggering. La rge amounts of ris e and fall with the
society. In a sense, they are the engineering manpower is in- creativeness of their engineers.
soldiers of society. They carry yolved in producing new ways Engineering is big business.
So what is the bottom line? It
out their assignments without to blot ourselves out. No other
questioning the purpose and professional group is so in- is awareness . Be aware that an
limit themselves to only the volved. This is not to say that engineer has responsibility for
these ac tivities are not what he creates. Mere funding
technical problems at hand.
regretably necessary, but does not lend morality or virtue
without direc tion they are to a project. Be aware of society
This a ttitude is reflected in dangerous. Other profeSSions, in general. An engineer by
engineering professionalism. most notably the medical virtue of his education and
As a professional group , profession, have made efforts at talents has an even greater
engineers are the most con- direction and policy in this area . responsibility to his com servative, and the least inespecially
in
In a nutshell , engineers have munity,
volved. Of all professions in morally copped out. They let technological areas.
Congress, the number of others provide leadership in
In the past, engineers have
engineers is insignificant areas they should be more taken the attitude similar to the
compared to the numbers of assertive . Engineers still old saying, "Guns don't killdoctors , lawyers, clergy, etc. believe that their profession is people do ." But this is just
apolitical . Even the Engineer's passing the buck. An engineer
This means that in an era Code of Ethics mainly concerns can provide easy means, such
where technology plays such an itself with the business end of as a gun, to all6w the realization
of an otherwise mere vicious
immense role, non-engineers engineering .
wish .
are making the decisions .
Be aware of direction . What is
Major policies and decisions are
But engineering is not the goal or purpose of the
made in the technological area
without significant numbers of apolitical. Technology affects engineering profession? Is it
engineers in Congress to debate all aspects of our society and just to sell your talents to the
and advise. Lawmakers must
often rely on lobbyists and
expert witnesses and are not
able to effectively challenge the
information given by ·the lobIf you happen to be one of the provide their parents' income
byists and witnesses . From the
top to the bottom of govern- impoverished students who has tax forms before their apment ,
engineers
are sought assistance from the plications can be considered.
significantly non-involved as Department of Social Services Also, educational loans are
compared to other professional Office (better known as the regarded as income which
Welfare Office) , this article reduces the Iiklihood or extent
groups.
contains no new information . of eligibility while nonBut, for those who have not yet educational loans are not
On other fronts engineers are been so humbled by cir- regarded as income. To comalso actively non-involved . cumstances, let me advise you plicate matters, the Office
Products are manufactured to of the situation as it relates to interviewers each have their
just meet legal codes and students , in particular to own rules- a fact I discovered
standards , regardless of students in Rolla.
by talking to two different inwhether the standard is
The Office has special rules terviewers who did not agree on
adequate or not. For example, for students . For example, only what expenses were deductible
in Montana recently a company students (regardless of age or in determining eligibility . So,
began building a plant without marital status ) are required to even if you are certified as a
the usual pollution devices .
Legally, the Environmental Act
allowed them to pollute the air
until the legal limit had been
reached . Thus, they could
pollute Montana 's initially
clean air until the air quality
reached levels comparable to
St. Louis or New York.
The sheer number of
engineers involved in projects

ediletters
Continued from Page 6
tutor you get blessed or screwed
with to grade your test. Some
tutors line your test up with the
answer key , and if they are
similar you pass. U not, well try
again. The better tutors will
take the lime to go over your
test and if you did happen to
make a simple math error or
such, then they will give you the
benefit of having the right
equations and process and allow
you to pass . U only they all
highest bidder and to do as told,
or does the engineering
profession have an integrity
unto itself?
I can only hope that engineers
will shoulder their share of- the
burdens of this world, since the
engineering profession has done
much to make the world what it
is today .

You're Not Qualified

,.1

,.

-

Specia//ssue
of the Miner
This week the Special Freshma n Issue of the Missouri Miner
was printed. This issue of the
Miner is a joint effort of the
Miner staff and the Student
Council 'with its primary purpose being a recruiting tool for
the University . Approximately
fifteen hundred copies are
turned over to the admissions
office where they are sent out to
all of the high schools in
Missouri.
This paper deals with various
aspects of the campus not
ge nerall y covered in the
literatur e pu t out by the
university. It contains articles
on
intr a murals ,
clubs ,
org a niz at ions, military
department, and other items of
general interest to incoming
students. We feel it is an outstanding recruiting aid since it
is written by students and the
presentation is on an informal
basis.
Interested in seeing a copy?
Then stop by the Student
Council office at 202 Student
Union. Office hours are 1:30 to
3:30 Monday through Thursday
and 11 :30 to 12:30 and 1:30 to
2:30 on Fridays.

worked like that! Too many
times I have failed a test only to
find out later that someone with
the exact same mistake as mine
passed because they were given
the chance to explain.
Second', if you take time to go
up to the night zoo session, you
find tha t things are so complica ted that the profs and
tutors run around like chickens
with their heads cut off. To
make matters even worse, the
tests they give out at the
evening session are usually so
hard and complicated that you
have to explain the whole book
to answer one of the problems.
Then you hand in your test and
wait around for them to call
your name to have your test
graded only to find out that it
was routed to the wrong room
and missed you completely.
When you do find it a couple of
days later, it wears the familiar
"no-pass" insignia.

gli
la
ref
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The third, and most ridiculus,
thing that I have come across so
far, is that if you are slightly
ahead of schedule and turn in a
test with a small error, you get
the famous line' 'Since you have
time to take another test I'm not
going to pass you". That just
dgesn't make any sense to me.
What does the day of the week
have to do with the answer?
I hope that in the future the
Physics Department becomes
more organized with the Keller
plan. It's a good idea, but ·it's
fl!ll of bugs.

qualified applicant, the amount
of assistance you do receive is
not likely to be as much as you
would have received if you were
not a student.
Consequently, I advise you to
forego the unpleasantness of
having to reveal intimate facts
about yourself and your family
to a case worker who appears to
be pleased when she can reject
a student applicant. Instead, go
to someone who gives a damn.
If you need financial help, go to
the UMR Financial Aid Office. Signed,
The people there do their best to A victim of circumstances
help students who need help.

terv

12 challenging
reasons to pick up
Pabst Blue Ribbon.
IntrodUCing the Pabst
twelve/ 12-oz.carry-out pack.
Meet the new Pabst dispense r
12-pack. It makes a good thing
la st. It keeps 12 twelve-ounce
ca n s o f Pabst Blue Ribbon
good old time flavor on hand
and ready to go. The cans stay

clean . The bee r stays In good
su ppl y. Loo k fo r the Pa bst Blue
Ri bb o n 12-p ac k no w a t yo ur
f av orite st o r e. No oth e r beer
ca n measure up to it.

Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has always come through.
© Copyright 1974 PABST BREWING COMPANY, Milwaukee. Wls .. Peoria Heights. III.. Newark. N .J .. Los Angeles. Callt., Pabst. Georgia.

Grellner Sales and Service
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By BEVAN COLLINS

QUESTION:

referendum, 66 per cent of the
students participating were in
favor of 24 hour, seven days a
week, open intervisitation. Do
you have any good reasons why
or why not?

that You
Irole book
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Jay Yow

" I would like to see 24 hour
open intervisitation becaue
there are times whenever I
have free time in the morning
that I would like to have
somebody in to either visit with
them or study with them . It
would be a great help to have
the mornings available to have
a person in my room. ".

ces

•

" I really don 't see anything
wrong with it as long as it
doesn't infringe on anybody
else's rights. If somebody wants
their boyfriend or girlfriend or
whatever, or just friends in for
24 hours a day , as long as it
doesn 't bother someone else
who lives right next to them who
Kevin Thurman
doesn 't want people in there. I
really don 't know that much
" I think, like she (Laquita ) about it. "
said, everyone here is grown,
Pam is married and has
and it would be wrong to put never lived in the dorms.
restrictions on people, say, at
this age. You never know what
may come up . People might
have certain things that they
Watch outmay have to do at the late hours
snap
shot may
of the night. Putting these
restrictions on them could just
get you next
stop them from doing these. So,
I think 24 hour intervisitation
should be all the time."
Kevin has not lived in the
dorms , but has lived in a
fraternity.

I

test and

you get
ou have

" I believe everybody here is
grown. They wouldn't be here if
not. People do have things to do,
like study . I stay up all night
most of the time, so why not7 I
don't see any reason against it. "
Laquita has lived in the
dorms , but is not living there
now .

. In a recent Student Council

~y so

~
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" I would settle for in tervisition in the mornings as
well as evenings. "

Jay is a graduate student
living in the dorms.

Dennis Mills

" I would be against it because
"I'm against it 24 hours a day, there are a lot of people who
seven days a week, because you would want to study and a lot of
wouldn't have the privacy that that would keep it from them. "
you have now. The chances are
Dennis is married and has
that there wouldn't be anyone in lived at Thomas Jefferson.
the dorm when you wanted to go
and take a shower, but you
would have to take precautions
just in case there was. The way
it is now, mornings or late at
night , if you want to take a
shower, all you have to do is
take your clothes off, grab your
stuff, and take off, without
worrying too much about a girl
seeing you . There are very few
(girls ) ev er in our house
anyway. You can just go
streakin' down the hall without
worrying a bout it, and you
couldn't do that with seven days
a week intervisitation, 24 hours
a day ."
" I just don't like it from a
personal point of view. I just
don't see a reason for it. "

Tim currently lives in the
dorms .

M1ffte/t! San Francisco

Erotic Film Festival
The Most Amazing Realistic 3-D!

". i~~1FS

Laquita Simmons

PEACE CORPS is seeking...
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS
• to analyze and develop a water resqurce study for a
rural area in Venezuela

CIV'IL ENGINEERS
.for bridge and road building projects in the Yap and
Ponape districts of Micrcnesia
.to work with the Director of Drainage and Irrigation
in Malaysia
.to teach basic civil/ hydraulic engineering in Malaysia
.for the Shire Valley Agricultural Development in Malawi

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
.to teach electricity! electronics on a level of complexity
sufficient for radio and color TV servicing in Malaysia

These and other two year volunteer assignments are
available in June, 1975.
Seniors & Grads: Sign up today for an interview in
the Placement Office, March 10 & 11

rring

•.

J®

COLOR

RENE BONDyou Saw Her In Playboy
AND THE KIND OF GIRLS YOU HEAR ABOUT

fUNOWif'
rJ./
~

OPEN 6:30
SHOWS 7,00..8-50

NOPASSESP~E

No One Under 18 Admitted

(For Interview Trips)

Inform ation-Tickets-Reservations
Rolla Travel Center
YOUR FULL SERVICE BANK"

Rolla
State Bank
DOWNTOWN
210 West 8th Street
FA CILITY
H'ghway 72 at Rucker
Drlve·Up Wi ndows and Off-Street
Parkin g at both localions

Membe r FDIC
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.miner sports
MIAA Meet
This Week
This Friday and Saturday
mark the occurrence of the 1975
MIAA Conference Swimming
ChampionShips, to be held in
Cape Girardeau , Missouri. It is
for these two days that membersofthe UMRswimming team
have been swimming ' about
6,000 yards (240 Jengths of the
pool) every <lay for the past five
months. The sole purpose of all
this effort is to win the MIAA
title. None of the meets were of
an y importance except to
prepare the team for this
weekend.
This is the sixth season since
the Miners took up swimming
after an absence of several
years. Since the return of the
program, the UMR teams have
finished 4th, 2nd, 2nd, 2nd and
1st. In the same period, the
Bears of Southwest Missouri
State have gone 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st
and 2nd. This year's meet will
thusly be indicative of whether
the Miners have now become
the dominant team in the MIAA
or if last year 's victory was just

coincidental and the Bears are
still the top team.
The SMS coach has said that
his team will win or will lose by
no more than five points. Just
the admission of possible defeat
by this man bids good omen for
the Miners. In fact, impartial
observers feel the Miners will
win by at least 50 points and
repeat as champions.
With last weekend being open,
one has a chance to mention
some of the behind-the-scenes
people who contribute so much
to the smooth running of the
meets held here at Rolla. The
managers spend almost as
much time at the pool as the
swimmers .
They
keep
everything in shape and constantly time the individual
swimmers so they know how
they are doing. Rich Singer and
Dave Beem deserve alot of
credit for their work the past
four years. Helping them out is
Vaughn Cawvey and Mike
Mayou. Mrs. Cindy Pease keeps
busy at all the meets, as she is

the official scorer. Marvin
Borgmeyer does the announcing and Jo Ann Ellis types
up the results. Members of the
Fins swimming team (local
swim club), including Tammy
and Jackie Pease, serve as
runners and all-purpose persons. Ben Green , the Rolla
Recreation Director, serves as
the official.
The captains of this year's
team are Jim West, Mark
Mateer and Steve Suellentrop.
Seruors on the team are Phil
Henry , Bill Kroeger, Rob
Arnold, West and Suellentrop.
The teams getting together
this Firday and Saturday are
UMR, SMS, Southeast Missouri
State , Northwest Missouri
State, and Central Missouri
State. Everyone on the UMR
team , including Coach Pease, is
eagerly anticipati ng this
weekend. If you have a chance
to get down to Cape, give the
Miners some support, so they
can repeat as MIAA champs.

wrestlers end season
The
MIAA
Conference
Wrestling tournament was held
March 1, at Kirksville. The
Miner squad ended their season
on a disappointing note as they
came in seventh out of seven
teams . Danny Vance and Jim
Mueller each. won one match,

and that was it for the Miner
scoring. Central Missouri State
ran away with the team
championship, scoring 141
points. Lincoln came in second
with 82. The Miners had only
11h.

miner golfers
open season
This week the Miner golfers
traveled to the Fredericktown
Country Club to open the 1975
season against Southeast
Missouri State. Despite few
practice sessions due to recent
poor weather, the team won the
duel meet 17 'h-10'h . Freshman
Bruce Roney and senior Mike
White led the Miners with 78's.
This year, Jim Greer, Jim
Benford, and Steve Hill,
last year's MIAA medalist, are
gone from the team that
finished fourth in the MIAA last
year.
Despite the loss of Hill and the
others, there is couse for optimism , as outstanding balance
is expected from the team , with
six players battling for the
number one spot on the team.
Returning from last year's
team are Tom Schneider ,
Danny Wenk, and Mike White.
Also helping out are three good
newcomers-Tom Tatman, a
transfer from Kansas State, and
freshmen Bruce Roney and
Kent Marlow. Other members
who could help are Dan
Shelledy, Royce Vessell, and

Bill Kolze.
The line-up for next week 's
meet will be Schneider at No.1,
Tatman second, Roney third,
Marlow fourth , Wenk fifth, and
White sixth .
Tournaments will highlight
the season for Coach . Bud
Mercier's golfers. The tournaments will include the
Galveston
Island
Intercollegiate Classic, the Cross
Roads of America Tournament
the Heart of America Tour:
nament , the SMSU Tournament, and the Miners ' own
Best Ball Tournament, besides
the MIAA Tournament.

...

Mile Relay Team, composed of
Weaver, McHugh, Vessell, and
Trower, took fifth.
The win by Bullock was the
first Conference meet win by
the Miners in many years.
Coach Algood was very
pleased with the trackmen, and

Carry-out Availal;tle
country Style Smorgasbord
Aolla HWy . UN . 364·2004

March seventh and eIghth the
girls will be in Kansas City,
playing in the MAlAW small
state tournament. They should
have a good chance of coming
home with a trophy. Good luck,
girls!

said that everyone put forth a
fine effort.
The first outdoor meet for the
Miners will be March 27 at SMS,
in which SMS, Central, Northwest, Northeast, and the
Miners will participate.

Christopher Jewelers
80S Pine Street

*****

Catering to UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler

Wrangler Burger Drive-In
Open 10 AM to 2 AM

7 Days a Week

LATE NIGHT SANDWICHES
Drinks and Ice Cream
Orders to Go
364-6536
Kingshighway next to Biedermans

C
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11 a . m.-2 p.m..
Friday 5 p.m .-IO p.m.
Saturday. 5 p.m.· lO p.m.
Sunday 11 L .... ·'7 p.m .

Miners Do Well In Meet
In the recent MIAA Indoor
Track Meet, the Miners scored
19 points, a new high for the
Miners in the MIAA Conference
meet, and they also set four new
school records.
Rodney Bullock set a new
record in the quarter mile run
with a time of 49.8, which broke
the previous record of 51.0,
which was set in 1968 by Don
Arvey. Roger Vessell set a new
record in the 300 yard dash
with a time of 31.6. This broke
the record of 32.4, which was set
by Sam Brown in 1973. Ross Klie
broke the record which he held
jointly with Ray Dye with a
jump of 6'6". The previous
record was 6'4", which was set
in 1973. In the triple jump, Steve
Smith broke his own record of
45'9%" with a jump of 46'%".
People who placed in the meet
were: Rodney Bullick ,. who won
the 440 yard dash with the only
time under 50 seconds, Roger
Vessell, who took second in the
300 yard dash, Ross Klie, who
?Iaced third in the high jump.
d.oger. Vessell, who placed
fourth in the 440, Steve Smith,
who took fourth in the triple
jump, and Bullock also placed
fifth in the 60 yard dash. The

play,
the

Wednesday Luncheon

The wrestlers have had a
rough season, but the freshmen
dominated team has gained a
lot of experience. There is only
one senior on the squad, so next
year the grapplers should have
a better season.

factor in the game. Drury's
shorter girls just c.ouldn't
compete with UMR on the
boards.
The girls also used the fast
break effectively, g~tting many
easy baskets on the run.

Conle

aJDlOS

-CHINESE
FOOD

Women Defeat Drury
The
UMR's' women's
basketball team ended their
regular season Saturday,
March 1, by whipping Drury, 4429, in Springfield. The outcome
of the game was never in doubt
as the Miners led all the way.
Height was the girls biggest

i\(t

bellin'

The Sound Center
1107 Pine Street
Phone: 364-7415

513
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Miners Head
For Regionals
After coming in second
behind Lincoln in the MIAA
Conference, the Miners had
almost no hopes for post season
play, since only the top team in
the conference goes to the
NCAA Tournament. But the
Miners won a wild card berth in
the North Central NCAA
Regional, which will be played
in Grand Forks, North Dakota
March seventh and eighth:
Lincoln heads to New Orleans to
play in the South Central
Regional.
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TKE Repeats As Champ

Four of the five starters have
double figure averages , while
the other is only a point a~ay .
They haven't had to depend on
anyone man to score, and it has
been a definite plus for the'
team. Their 16-7 season record
is the best in recent years.

This was the last week of
league competition in intramural volleyball, and each
league will sponsor an unbeaten
team for playoff action. TKE,
Beta Sig, Engine and Lambda
Chi all posted an undefeated
season which should set the
scene for quite an exciting final.
Many games were played last
week in an effort to get finished
before the wrestling matches
start rolling. In League I TKE
put the icing on its season by
beating Theta Xi 2H, 21-14.
Delta Tau won over Delta Sig
21-10,21-11 but fell to Wesley 2118, 21-19. Delta Sig rallied later
to defeat Theta Xi 21-18, 8-21, 21-

The Miners averaged 74.1
points per game this year,
lowest in the MIAA. However,
the Miners defense was the ·
toughest in the league. Their
opponents averaged only 70
points a game, and shot only 42
II.
"We're very happy to be per cent from the field.
League II had plenty of action
going," commented UMR heati
Bob Stanley, the Miners top as league leader Engine
coacll; Billy Key. "We're in the
scorere, ranked second in
top 32 teams in the country now, rebounding, pulling down 10.8 bombed Liahona 21-2, 21-2. KA
and when you get up to that caroms per game. Ross K1ie was busy beating Sig Pi 22-20,
21-14 and Acacia 21-12, 8-21, 21level, they are all good."
was seventh in field goal 10. MRHA won three in as many
shooting with a 51.8 per cent. nightS as they squeezed by KA
One of the reasons for the
In free throw shooting, Ron
Miners success this season has Scroggins ranked seventh, with 22-20, 7-21, 21-16, then handed a
victory by forfeit from Pi
been a balance scoring attack. a 75 per cent average.
Kappa Phi and finally a two
game sweep from Acacia 21-12,
21-15. The only other two games
were forfeits by Pi Kappa Phi
given to Mates and Liahona.
Big Discounts
Beta Sig won two important
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
games this week by downing Pi
Kappa Alpha 21-5, 21-15, and
513 Hwy. 63 s.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252
Kappa Sig 21-8, 21-7. Kappa Sig
won earier in the week over Sig
Tau 21-16, 22-20 and Pikers
rallied at the weeks end to also
down Sig Tau 21-11, 21-12. AE Pi
bettered its record by an easy
/
forfeit from Rugby and a not so
easy win over Triangle 21-17, 1021 , 21-9.

ook Auto Supply

when you want
to chase a beer
with a beer.

Lambda Chi won two games
over two tough teams, first over
Sig Ep 19-21, 21-6, 21-9 and
second over Phi Kap 21-19, 1021, 21-16. The only other action
in League IV saw Campus
defeat BSU 21-4, 21-5.
On Thursday night, the first
playoff round got underway and
surprisingly each match only
lasted two games. TKE
managed to handle MRHA 2110, 21-13. Beta Sig wasted no
time in wasting Tech Club 21-2,
21-2, as Beta Sig's spikers could
do no wrong. And finally Sig Ep
won handily over Engine Club
21-7, 21-15, while Lambda Chi
downed Pikers in three 15-21, 2116, 21-16.
.
Semi-final and final action
resumed on Sunday, March 3.
First at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon, TKE, Lambda Chi,
Beta Sig and Sig Ep battled it
out to move into finals competition. TKE came from
behind to defeat Lambda Chi in
three games 16-21, 21-11, 21-18.
Sig Ep upset an aggressive Beta
Sig 21-16, 25-23. And that brings
us to the finals bout between
TKE and Sig Ep. Sig Ep came
on strong at first and managed
to set down TKE in the first

match 21-11, thus bringing up
the possibility of a new leader in
volleyball at UMR. TKE though
was not to be denied as they
regrouped themselves to come
back and squeeze in a win of
their own by the score of 21-19.
The final match lasted only long
enough for TKE to score an
impressive 21-7 win as TKE's
setmen and spikers put it all
together to reigp as number one
in volleyball.
For third place honors, Beta
Sig rebounded to set down
Lambda Chi in three close
matches, 21-14, 19-21, 21-17.
This year Sig Ep reigns as
singles handball champion. For
the last month more than thirty
organizations battled in the
double elimination tournament.
Sig Ep played Kappa Sig for
first place honors and Sig Ep
came out on top. Kappa Sig had
to play AE Pi in a semifinal
game in which Kappa Sig won.
Just a reminder that tonight,
Thursday, March 6th, is the
finals in the intramural
wrestling . Individuals have
been preparing for the last
month to be in shape for these
matches and I'm sure they'll
prove to be exciting.

M-Club
. athlete of the week.
This week's M-Club athlete of the week is Rodney
Bullock. Rodney finished first in the 440 in the MIAA
Conference meet, setting a new school record. This
was the first win for a Miner track man in the MIAA
meet in many years.
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605 Pine

Norm Deleo, Distributor
Sponsors This Week's

crossword puzzle
1

4

8

12
13

(Scot.)

14 Valley {poet.)
15 Rock grou p :
The .18 Rock group :
Grateful -19 Combining
form : the iris
{of the eye)
20 Fangs
22 City in
Oklahoma
23·- Mater
24 Slide
25 Prefix : upon
28 Strip of wood
29 Female fowl
30 Imitated
3 1 .- Diego
32 Gourmet's
word
33 Word used
with stone and

~OWN

1 00 wrong
2 Uncle in Madrid
3 Fallen White
House aide
4 Rock group:
- - H eep
5 Fix

6 Entreat
7 Sing Sing site
8 Shun
9 Rock group:
The ._.

10 Butter substitute
11 Rock group:

16 "--, c'ast

moi'"
17 Stumbl e

20 Russian news
agency

21 Jan si nger
Fitzgerald
22 Girl 's name
24 Developed
satisfactorily
(coli.)

Rolla, Mo. 6540'

0 Answ",:O PUlZie No. 1:9 f:

M
ACROSS
Suffix:
OI"dinal
numbers
Center knob
on a shield
Birth announce·
ment: "It' s · ... !"
Creek
Enclosures

Phone: 364·558'

uc

L
Of:

o

U

Rodney Bullock
TEUSE"

C
0

RT

CfH

CO
E
YET
25 Section added
to a novel
26 Skin
27 Notion
30 Italian violin
maker {1596·
1684)
32 Carry
34 Rock group :

T

HM

R

volleyball

L E

"

R

EO

MU

l"r

/fIS

38 Sergeants {ab'!
39 Prefix: three
40 Word used
with way and
sided
41 Head covering
42 La . la's
companion

35 City in North
Dakota

36 Voucher of a
s mall debt
'Sl Commedia
dell' -··

Rolla

34 A certain
nightclub, for

short
35 Med iterranean
island
36 Ala --.38 Combin i ng form:
food
39 Rock group
43 Actress Moreno

Volkswagen
Audi Your Authorized Dealer

44 " Do - others"
45 United Arab (ab.)
Republic
46 Bit of news
47 Boll weevil,
for examp le
48 Greek letter

"uzz les, Inc .

No . 130 c

Old

~ilYtl"'''U

66 East

Rolla, Mo.

364·5178

LEAGUE I
TKE
TECH
WESLEY
DELTA TAU
THETA XI
GDI
DELTASIG
FOCUS
LEAGUE II
ENGINE
M.R.H.A.
KA
AKAK
SIGPI
LIAHONA
MATES
PIKAP
LEAGUE III
BETASIG
PIKA
KAPPASIG
SIGTAU
NEWMAN
TRIANGLE
A.E.PI
RUGBY
LEAGUE IV
LAMBDA CHI
SIGEP
PHIKAP
SIGNU
CAMPUS
B.S.U.
ALPHA PHL ALPHA

7-0
6-1
4-3
4-3
2-5
2-5
2-5
1-6
7-0
6-1
5-2
4-3
3-4

2-5
1-6
0-7
7-0
6-1
5-2
4-3
2-5
2-5
2-5
0-7
6-0'
5-1
3-3
3-3
3-3
1-5
0-6
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If you think Kodak
is just pretty pictures.
you ought to have
your chest exalllined.

-

When a chest x-ray shows that you have a
like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty
picture. But it's an important picture because it
can help the doctor detect and catch the killer
intime.
When doctors are out to catch these potential killers, they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray
films they can get. And that's why people at
Kodak spend so many hours creating new and
better x-ray film equipment. Already, the results
include convenience for the patient, economy
for the hospital , an even more useful tool for the
potentia~ killer

radiologist-and, most important, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films
is good for our business, which is why we went
into them in the first place. But it does our society good, too-which isn't a bad feeling. After all,
our business depends on our society-so we
care what happens to it.

~ Kodak.

~ More than a business.

